Cerebral flow pattern monitoring by transcranial Doppler during cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
We describe the transcranial Doppler pattern during a period of cardiopulmonary resuscitation in a patient undergoing a transcatheter off-pump aortic valve implantation. Transcranial Doppler of the middle cerebral artery flow was measured as a part of a separate ongoing study. The patient developed a cardiac arrest during deployment of the valve prosthesis. The incidental presence of the transcranial Doppler allowed us to assess middle cerebral artery flow during cardiopulmonary resuscitation in real time. An initial lack of a diastolic flow pattern seen with transcranial Doppler at the beginning of cardiopulmonary resuscitation led to volume loading and optimisation of the resuscitation technique. After increasing the depth of external cardiac massage, the cerebral flow pattern improved to produce sufficient diastolic flow. The transcranial Doppler provided additional information during cardiopulmonary resuscitation, which was helpful in clinical management. The use of transcranial Doppler may be helpful for other cardiac procedures where cerebral malperfusion may occur.